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Description of the Original Manuscript Journals and Field Notebooks of

Lewis and Clark, on which was based Biddle's History of the Expedi-

tion of I8O4-6, and which are note in the possession of the American

Philosophical Society in Philadelphia.

By Dr. Elliott Coues, Washington, D. G.

{Read before the American Philosophical Society, January 20, 1893.)

It is well known that the History of Lewis and Clark's Expedition was

written by Mr. Nicholas Biddle, of Philadelphia, and first publislied there

in 1814, in two octavo volumes, by Bradford and Inskeep. It is also

common report that the manuscripts of the famous explorers, upon whicii

Mr. Biddle worked, are extant. But what these are, and where they are

kept, few could have told.

All the Journals and Notebooks, in the handwritings respectively of

Lewis and of Clark, upon whicli Mr. Biddle based his work, were deposited

by him with the Philosophical Society in April, 1818, I have before me
his original letter, of date April 6, 1818, making the deposit ; also a copy

of the Receipt given by the Society. Botli of these papers I owe to the

kindness of Judge Craig Biddle, who also placed in my hands about fifty

other documents, mainly Clark-Biddle correspondence relating to the

preparation and publication of the work.

By the terms of this deposit, as accepted by the Philosophical Society,

William Clark, his heirs or assigns, were and are always to have access

to and use of these manuscripts for the preparation of any other edition

of the work.

Mr. Jetierson K. Clark, of St. Louis, the only surviving son and heir

of William Clark, very kindly furnished me with a letter to tlie Philo-

sophical Society, desiring the manuscripts to be placed at my disposition

for the preparation of the edition which I have now (Dec, 1892) in press.

I lately spent a week in the rooms of tlie Society, making there a pre-

liminary study of the manuscripts, during which I was favored by .Mr.

Henry Phillips, Jr., the Secretary and Librarian, with every attention

and facility. But finding it impossible to do the necessary work in the

few days I could spend in Philadelphia, I preferred a formal request to be

put in possession of the manuscripts for a limited period. By vote o( the

Society in open meeting, December 16, 1893, this request was granted,

promptly and with great liberality ; and the whole of the material thus

passed into my hands.

Diligent and minute examination of these manuscripts satisfies me that

their cliaracter should be made known, as a matter of great historic inter-

est. Accordingly the present description is ottered.

I will first describe the bound books and loose papers, just as I found
them, in general terms ; next, in terms of tlieir several deposits —for tliere

are more of them than Mr. Biddle deposited ; and then I will give an
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account of them in detail, as I have arranged them in a series of codices,

•which I call alphabetically Codex A, etc., to T.

I. The Books and Papers as Found.

Of four sorts : (1), (2), (3), three different styles of bound field Note-

books and Journals ; (4), several lots of loose papers, mainly belonging

with one of the styles of the bound volumes.

1. Thirteen (13) bound volumes, all alike, forming the most conspicuous

part of the collection, and known since Biddle'stime as " the red books."

These are Journals and Notebooks of Lewis and of Clark, respectively,

all in the handwriting of one or the other of the explorers. Eleven (11)

of these are a part of the Biddle deposit ; one (1) was deposited by Mr.

Jefferson ; one (I) is an unrecorded deposit. All are in remarkably good

order, clean and sound inside and out ; form oblong ; back along short diam -

eter, and as tlie pages were written on both sides, up and down, across the

same diameter, the books open to and from the reader, not right and left
;

covers smooth bright red morocco, gilt-tooled edges, marbled inside, fas-

tened at the fore end with brass clasps (now gone from eight of the volumes,

intact on five of them) ; size of covers 8^ x 5^ inches (very tiearly same size

and shape as the leaves of the printed Philadelphia edition of 1814) ;

paper about one quarter inch smaller each way than cover, or 7J x 4J,

rather thin, rough and tough, white (now with a slight brownish tinge),

unruled ; gathering supposed to be 76 folios or 152 pages in each book,

exclusive of a pair of flyleaves marbled one side like inside of cover

;

but the number of leaves varies a little, and in several cases some

leaves have been intentionally torn out—nowhere breaking the text,

but to write something else on, or for another purpose. These books,

us a whole, are written almost entirely full. Lewis' hand is particu-

larly fine, lair and even ; Clark's is larger, stronger and less regular
;

both are so good, and the pages are so perfectly preserved, that there is

perhaps not a word, possibly not a letter, in the whole of these manu-

scripts not now distinctly legible. Seven (7) of these thirteen books are

by Lewis alone ; six (0) are by Clark alone. Eleven (11) are "Journals "

—I. «., narratives of the progress of the Expedition day by day, entered

under consecutive dates. Two (2) are "Notebooks"

—

i. e., miscellane-

ous entries, of various dates or none, of astronomical, geogra[)hical,

ethnological, zodlogical, botanical, etc., items. In my arrangement these

thlrlcen lMK)k» become Codices I). E, F, G, H, I, J, K, L, M, N, O, P
(lee further on). With them belong more or less intimately certain par-

cels or loose sheets (sec on).

3. One (I) bound volume, the "brown " book, standing alone. This

In almost exactly the bI7.c, shape, etc., of the foregoing, but quite unlike

tliPin in HpiHMirunce. It Is bound in rough brown leather, sides and edges

nlikc, not nuirbli'd iuHldo ; it is thicker than any of the other volumes,

the pu|H:r being heavier and courser ; the leaves are 137, pages 274. This
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is mainly a Journal, and mainly in Clark's hand, but with some entries by

Lewis, and some by another hand. It includes the whole o. the winter-

ing of the Expedition at Fort Mandan, and various other matters. For

contents see beyond. Codex C, which this volume now forms.

3. Four (4) bound volumes, which may be called the "marble " books,

from the style of their covers. Form oblong, like tliat of all the fore-

going ; size of covers 6| x 4 inches, leaves 6^x3^; paper rough, whitish,

unruled ; covers pasteboard, overlaid with marbled paper, back and cor-

ners of thin, smooth, bruwn leather. All in good order but one, which is

worn and shabby ; all written full, and perfectly legible throughout.

The gathering of these four books is supposed to be 92 leaves or 184 pages ;

in one I find but 164 pages, though witliout any break in the text that I

can discover. Two of these books are Clark's Journals, from the starting

of the Expedition to October 3, 1804 ; the other two are Notebooks,

chiefly natural history notes, by both Lewis and Clark. The four now

form my Codices A, B and Q, R (see beyond).

4. Several parcels of loose sheets of manuscript, some In Lewis' hand,

some in Clark's. Most of these papers are of the same size, shape and

quality as the leaves of the red books, having been, in fact, taken from

some of the latter, as may be seen by fitting the torn ends to the stubs

remaining in the volumes. Those parcels which thus obviously belong

to certain of the red books, or with tlie red books as a set, I have arranged

as Codices Fa, Fb, Fc, Fd, Fe, La, Lb. One of the parcels is a diflferent

fragment, imperfect, once part of a Notebook, not found, like the small

marble books ; this is now Codex la. Two of the parcels belong with the

small marble books, and thus become Codices Aa, Ba. Two remaining

parcels, not directly connected with any of the bound volumes, are now
Codices S, T. These manuscripts were all loose ; as arranged they make

twelve (12) parcels and as many codices, for the particular descripiion of

which see beyond.

The above are all the books and papers in my hands which are actual

manuscripts of Lewis or of Clark. They are accompanied by Mr. Blddle's

letter of deposit, and several memoranda concerning them, in Biddle's or

another hand.

n. The Books and Papers as Deposited.

I do not find quite all of the Biddle deposit, as itemized in the receipt

given him by tlie Society ; for example, no vocabularies and no maps.

The "Meteorological Register" he specifies is simply certain leaves de-

tached from the red books, and thus already accounted for. All the loose

manuscript above specified is supposed to be included in the Biddle de-

posit. But I find four books from other sources remaining to be accounted

for. As to their deposits, therefore, the Lewis and Clark manuscripts

fall into the following arrangement :

1. The Biddle deposit, fourteen bound volumes, viz. : Two of the four
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small marble books ; the one brown book ; and eleven of the thirteen red

books. "With these belong all the loose papers, as above said.

2. The JelFerson deposit, consisting of three bound volumes. Two of

these are small marble books, matching the other two deposited by

Biddle. Each is by both Lewis and Clark, and each consists of miscel-

laneous field notes, mainly on zoology and botany. They now form

Codices Q, R. The third volume is one of the red books. It is a Clark,

and contains miscellaneous notes, chiefly on natural history. It is now
Codex P. These three were deposited by Mr. Jeflferson in November,

1817, as appears by memorandum in each of them, in Biddle's hand.

3. Unknown deposit : One of the thirteen red books, without record of

source whence obtained. This is a Lewis, and consists of certain aslro-

Dumical observations and geographical notes. It is now Codex O.

III. The Books and Papers as Arranged.

I have gone very carefully through these precious manuscripts, and

arranged them in what appears to be their natural sequence or logical

order. All the red books, making the bulk of the collection, fall easily

together, preceded by two of the small marble books and by the brown
book, followed by the other two small marble books, and tlie set of bound

volumes is interspei'sed with tlie twelve parcels of unbound manuscripts

which I have made up from the loose sheets, securely fastened in btifl

paper covers, and for the most part interleaved with onion-skin writing

paper. I have also paginated the whole of the manuscripts, which can

now be cited by codex and page throughout, as if by volume and page of

a published work. There is in all upward of 2,000 pages. Description

in detail of the now thirty (30) codices here follows :

Codex A. —One of the four small marbled cover books. Biddle deposit

No. 1. Clark's original No. 1. In good order. Folios 93, pages 18-1.

Being Clark's Journal, complete, from May 13, 1804, to Aug. 14, 1804.

This lakes the Expedition from the 1803-4 winter camp on Du Bois or

Wo<td river up the Missouri to the creek on which the Omahas resided (to

p. 44, Vol. i, of the printed text).

Contents. —(1) Table of Missouri river distances up to Big Sioux river,

canceled in red ink by Clark or by Biddle, inside front cover. (3) Memo-
randum of wintering, p. 1. (8) Memorandum of the country, p. 2.

(4) Journal, May 13-Aiig. 14, 1804. pp. 3-179. (5) Tables of latitudes,

pp. ISO, 181. (O Asirononjical observations, pp. 182, 183. (7) Memo-
randum of the badger, p. 184. (8) Astronomical observations, inside

buck cover.

CoDKX Aa.—Fragment. Biddlo deposit. No number; collate with

Clark Codex A, In g(H>d order. Folios 4, loose, torn from a book like

CDfi of the red lNM)kH ; 5^ pages written. Being liKwis' Journal, of dates

May 20 and 15, 1804, covering Htarling of the Expedition, which Lewis

Joloed al St. Charles on the 20th.
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Contents —(1) Blank, p. 1. (2) Entry May 20, 1804, pp. 2-6. (3) Entry
May 15, 1804, pp. 6, 7. (4) Blank, p. 8 (memorandum in another hand,

"Part of No. 1 ").

Codex B. —One of the small marbled cover books. Biddle deposit No.

2. Clark's original No. 2. In good order. Folios 90, pages 180, count-

ing front flyleaf; one leaf and the flyleaf gone at end, but no break in the

MS., which continues on from p. 180 to inside of cover. Being Clauk's
Journal, complete, from Aug. 15. 1804, to Oct. 3, 1804. This takes the

Expedition from the creek on which the Omalias resided to next day
beyond Caution island (pp. 44-97 of Vol. i, of the printed text).

Contents. —(1) Blank, front flyleaf, p. 1. (2) Memorandum of Corvus
bird, back of flyleaf, p. 2. (;5) Journal as said, pp. 3-180, and on to inside

back cover. (4) Memorandum of pay due men, inside back cover. Item,

Clark's classification of Sioux tribes, pp. 56, 57. Item, description of the

celebrated "fortification" on Bon Hommeisland, pp. 66-69 (but the

sketch map of this natural formation is in Codex N, one of the red books,

and only half of this was engraved for the copperplate facing printed p.

63, Vol. i).

Codex Ba. —Fragment, torn from a book like one of the red books.

Biddle deposit. No number ; collate with Clark Codex B. In fair order ;

some corners gone ; loose folios 4, pages 7^ written. Being Lewis'
Journal, Sept. 16 and 17, 1804, when the ExpedUion was at Corvus creek.

Contents. —(1) Two entries, at dates said, pp. 1-8 ; Corvus creek named
;

antelope described, etc. See printed text, pp. 72, 73 of Vol. i. (2)

Memorandum in another hand, "This a part ot No. 2," reversed on p. 8.

The fragment ends in the middle of a sentence on middle of p. 8.

Codex C. —The brown leather cover book above described, and which
maybe also known as "The Mandan Codex." Biddle deposit No. 3.

Clark's No. 3. Biddle's No. 3. In perfect order. Folios 137, pages 274,

and inside of both covers written over. Being Clark's Journal, com-
plete, traversing dates Oct. 1-3, 1804, from Codex B, then of dates Oct. 4,

1804, to April 7, 1805, when the Expedition left Fort Mandan ; Lewis
enters Feb. 3-13, 1805, when Clark was away on a hunt ; another hand
invoices, etc. This Journal covers route from Cheyenne river to the

Mandans, and residence there.

Contents. —A. Reading forward : (1) Indian memonxndum, inside front

cover. (2) Botanical memorandum, lengthwise on p. 1. (3) Clark's

Journal, Oct. 1, 1804, to Feb. 2. 1805. pp. 2-160. (4) Lewis' Journal,

Feb. 3-13, 1805, pp. 160-174. (5) Clark's entries of his hunting trip,

Feb. 3-13, 1805, pp. 174-177. (6) Clark's Journal, Feb. 14 to March 21,

1805, pp. 178-198. (7) Lewis' entry of March 16, 1805, pp. 199-202. (8)

Clark's Journal, March 22 to April 7, 1805, pp. 202-214; blank p. 215.

B. Reading backward : (9) Memorandum of British forts, inside back
cover. (10) Baling invoice of sundries for Indian presents, stores, etc ,

by another hand, pp. 274-256. (11) Sketch map of Red and St. Peter's
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rivers, p. 255. (12) Blank p. 254. (13) Summary statement of the rivers,

etc., pp. 253-248. (14) Distances of sundry places up the Missouri to the

Mandans, p. 247. (15) Weather diary, etc., Jan. 1, 1804, to April 7, 1805,

pp. 248-216. (16) Blank p. 215.

Note. —This is one of the most important, as it is also the most miscel-

laneous, of all the codices. Both Lewis and Clark have a hand in it, as

does also another person. The progress of the Expedition covered by it

is as above said. It has all the matter of the residence at Fort Mandan.

The Journal proper covers pp. 94-178 of Vol. i of the Biddle print, but

the codex contains much other matter. Items (I), (2), (9) and (11) were

not used by Biddle. Item (10) is a most elaborate invoice of the goods,

stores, etc., summarized by Biddle, p. 2 of Vol. i. Item (8) gives on pp.

208-211 a detailed invoice of the natural history specimens, curiosities, etc.,

sent to Jefferson April 7, 1805. Item (13), the "Summary Statement,"

is not the original of that printed by Biddle, Vol. ii, p. 462 seq., being an

early rough draft of Clark's, afterward improved upon in another codex ;

and it also includes places and distances on the Missouri above the Man-
dans, and on the Yellowstone, from Indian information gathered before

April 7, 1805. Item (15), the Weather Diary and Remarks, is the original

of Biddle's print, Vol. ii, p. 476, to the date April 7, 1805, on p. 484, but

the corresponding "Remarks and Reflections" of the Biddle print, pp.

495-505, are compiled only in part from this item, in part from another

weather diary of same dates.

Codex D. —One of the thirteen red morocco cover books. Biddle de-

posit. Biddle's No. 4. In perfect order, brass clasp half remaining.

Cover clean and scarcely warped. Folios 70, pages 140, besides two fly-

leaves marbled one side like inside of covers ; there should be folios 76,

pages 152, but several leaves are torn out at end (these are preserved,

])eing now pirt of Codex Fe, which see). This is Lewis' Journal, com-

plete, April 7, 1805, to May 23, 1805, from the Mandans to a little al)ovo

Musselsliell river, and correnpondiny in dates with Biddle's pp. 177-220 of

Vol. i ; but the printed text follows mainly a Clark Journal I have not

found.*

Contfnt8.—(l) Blank, marbled flyleaf and pp. 1, 2. (2) Journal as

almvesnid, pp. {)-139. (3) Page 140, reading backward, is the end of the

remarks belonging to the weather diary for April to .June, 1805, torn out

and now a part of Codex Fe. The Journal itsell is intact for the dates said.

(4) Marbled flyleaf, blank, but for a penciled memorandum of mine to

kbovc efl'cct.

CODBXE. —One of the thirteen red morocco cover books. Biddle do-

poeit. Blddle'H No, 5. In perfect order inside, brass clasp gone, covers

clean, one of tliem creased crosawlse. Folios 78, jmges 156, and both

*On«of Clark'i JouniaUbinow in tho immwohhIoii of IiIm koii, Mr. Jt-nVrson K. Clnrk, of

Ht. I/Hil«, I un itot lufornied of tbu<l»lot covcrttil l>y IIiIn voluiue, nor of tliu imtui-u of

lu fonii'iiu.
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marbled flyleaves writlea over one side. Being Lewis' Journal, com-

plete, pp. 1-156, and both flies. May 24, 1805, to July 16, 1805, carrying

the Expedition from North Mountain creek to the Gates of the Rocky
Mountains, followed in the Biddle text, mainly, pp. 226-303 of Vol. i.

Contents. —(I) Text of Lewis' Journal as above sufficiently indicated.

But also : (2) Colored sketch map of the Great Falls and Portage of the

Missouri, pp. 132, 133. This sketch covers the Missouri from the cache

near Portage creek up to above Smith's river, with Port Mountain in the

southwest corner ; only about two-thirds of ii was engraved for the plate

facing p. 261, Vol. i, of the Biddle edition. The scale is " 600 poles to

the inch," much reduced in the copperplate as engraved.

Codex F. —One of the thirteen red morocco cover books. Biddle de-

posit. Blddle's No. 6. In perfect order inside and out, except brass clasp

gone. Folios 76, pages 152, and one side of both marbled flyleaves writ-

ten over = pages 154 ; p. 153, on back fly, continued as p. 154 on front fly.

Being Lewis' Journal, complete and intact, July 17, 1805, to Aug. 22, 1805

(except Aug. 1-4), carrying the Expedition from the Gates to the Three

Forks of the Missouri, tlience up Jefferson river and over the Rocky Moun-
tains to the Shoshone village ; corresponding to pp. 303-398 of Vol. i, of

the Biddle text.

Contents. —As above ; no other matter. See Codex Fa.

Codex Fa. —Fragment. Biddle deposit. No number. In perfect order.

Folios 4, pages 8, loose sheets, written over 6 J pages, same paper as one

of the red books. Being Lewis' Journal, Aug. 1-4, 1805, but merely

another narrative of those days, already fully written up at pp. 52-66 of

Codex F, with which collate.

Contents. —As just said.

Codex Fb. —Fragment. Biddle deposit. No number. In perfect

order. Folios 13, pages 20, written 25^, loose sheets, same paper as the

red books. Lewis' Journal, Aug. 23-26, 1803, therefore in direct contin-

uation of Codex F. Text mainly the account of the Shoshone Indians

as given in Blddle's Chap, xvi. Vol. i. The dates are included in Clark's

Journal, Codex G.

Contents. —As above said. Verso of folio 13, p. 26, has inked memo-
randa : (1) "This comes into No. 7 [Codex G] between the 2:^d and

26th August, 1805," i e., put this account of the Shoshone Indians in

text to be got from Clark's Journal of those dates. (2) "This has been

copied from W. C. Journal and comes in as above in No. 7 [Codex G]."

Codex Fc. —Fragment. Biddle deposit. No number. In perfect order.

Folios 2, pages 4, full. Loose sheets, paper of the red books. Lewis'
Journal, Sept. 9 and 10, 1805, at and near Traveler's Rest creek. This

codex comes after Codex Fb, but not connectedly. The dates are cov-

ered by Clark, Codex G.

Contents. —As above.
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CoPEXFd.—Fragment. Biddle deposit. No number. In perfect order.

Folios 4, pages 8, full. Loose sheets, paper of the red books. Lewis'

Journal, Sept. 18-22, 1805, Hungry creek, Chopunnish Indians, etc.

Follows Codex Fc, but not connectedly. Dates covered by Clark,

Codex G.

Conterits. —As above. At end: (1) Memorandum, "This is a part of

Book No. 7 [Codex G] to be referred to and examined after the 9th Sept.,

180.5.— W. C." (2) Memorandum, "Look forward 4 leaves," in Bid-

die's hand.

Codex Fe. —Two fragments. Biddle deposit. No number. In per-

fect order. Folios 5 -f 3 = 8, pages 10 -f 6 = 16. Paper like that of the

red books, from two of which these fragments have been torn. Lewis'

weather diary for April, May and June, 1805, and for July, Aug. and

Sept., 1805.

Contents.— (\) April to June, ;i805, 5 leaves belonging to Codex D
(which see), as the torn ends of the sheets fit the stubs left in the book,

p. 140 seq. These folios are in fact pp. 141-152 of Codex D, or reading

backward, as the weather diary began at end of book, pp. 152-141, con-

tinued on to p. 140 of the book with remarks for June, 1805. (2) July

to Sept., 1805, 3 leaves, likewise torn from one of the red books.

Ifote. —This codex is the basis of Riddle's meteorological tables, April 1

to Sept. 30, 1805, in Vol. ii, pp. 484-488, and of the "Remarks and Reflec-

tions" pertaining to these dates, pp. 503-508. By dates Codex Fe is to

be collated with Codices D, E, F, G.

Codex G. —One of the thirteen red morocco cover books, Biddle de-

posit. Clark's No. 5. Riddle's No. 7. In perfect order inside and out ;

brass clasp intact. Folios 70, pages 152, besides the marbled flyleaves,

one of which is written on. Ci.abk's Journal, complete, July 1, 1805, to

Oct. 10. 1805, covering the whole of the route from White Boar islands, at

the head of the Great Falls of the Missouri, to the mouth of the Koos-

kooskee or Clearwater river.

Content*.— (\) Cer\ain distances and latitudes, p. 1 and overrun on front

flyleaf. (2) Journal, dates as above, pp. 2-150. (8) Blank, pp. 151, 152,

and back flyleaf. This narrative is the main basis of Biddle's pp. 289-

cnd of Vol. 1, liiough of course the parallel narrative of Lewis is collated

in its proper connections. It is utilized by Biddle for the dates in wliich

it laps l)ack over Lewis Codex F.

Codex H. —One of the thirteen red morocco cover books. Biddle

depoftit No. 8. No Clark number. In jierfect order, inside and out ; brass

clrtBp InlHct. F«)lioB 7fi, pages 152, besides ba('k and front marbled fly-

leavcH. Clauk'h Journal, comi>lete, Oct. U, 1805, to Nov. 19, 1805, going

down "LcwJB* " river and the Columbia to the mouth of the lattcir.

Conlenta.—(l) BIddle'B memorandum for engraving plates, verso of

front flyleaf. (2) Colored sketch map of Great Falls of the Columbia,

•calo 200 yards to the inch, p. 1 and overrunning on fly. (8) Colored
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sketch map of Long and Short Narrows of the Columbia, continuously

on pp. 2 and 3, scale 426 poles to the inch. (4) Colored sketch map of

the Great Shoot or Rapid of the Columbia, same scale, p. 4. (5) Journal

as above said, pp. 5-152, including colored sketch map of " Lewis' " river,

etc., p. 33.

iVo<<3.— Codex H is main basis of Biddle, Vol. ii, pp. 1-81. Of the

maps above said, only (2) and (4) were ever engraved. These form two

of the three plates of Biddle's Vol. ii.

Codex I. —One of the thirteen red morocco cover books. Biddle de-

posit No. 9. No Clark number. In perfect order, inside and out ; only

brass clasp gone. Folios 78, pages 150, besides the two marbled flyleaves.

Clark's Journal, complete, Nov. 19, 1805 (directly continued from same

date in Codex FT) to Jan. 29, 1806, at and about the mouth of the Colum-

bia and residence in Fort Clatsop, with various other matter, for which

see contents foUowing.

Contents. —A. Reading forward : (1) Blank, p. 1. (2) Estimated dis-

tances, etc., mouth of the 3Iissouri to mouth of the Columbia, by the

route the Expedition went out, pp. 2-12

—

not the basis, however, of the

"Summary Statement" as printed. (3) Diary of the weather, etc.,

April, 1805, to Jan., 1806, pp. 13-33. () Journal, as above said, pp.

34-144. B. Reading backward : (5) List of traders visiting the Columbia,

p. 156. (6) Estimate of the Western Indians, pp. 155-147, in the midst

of which is (7) colored sketch map of the mouth of the Columbia, p. 152.

(8) Three journal entries, Jan. 1-3, 1806, pp. 146, 145.

liote. —Codex I is the main basis of Biddle's printed text. Vol. ii, pp.

80-146, though of course with collation of Lewis' parallel narrative. The
list of traders is on Biddle's p. 145. Biddle also uses the weather diary

in one part, for the months not taken from Lewis. The sketch map forms

the third of the copper plates of Biddle's Vol. ii. But the most important

special matter in this Codex is the "Estimate of the Western Indians,"

an original basis of Biddle's pp. 471-476. Tlie printed pages, however,

do not follow this Clark Codex I, but are from some revised manuscript

furnished by Clark.

Codex la. —Fragment. Biddle deposit. No number. In perfect order.

Folios 5, pages written 8 ; small paper like that of one of the small mar-

ble cover books. Lewis' Journal, Nov. 29-Dcc. 1, 1805, when he ex-

plored by himself a place on the S. W. side of the Columbia.

Contents. —(1) Entries Nov. 29 to Dec. 1, 1805, as above said, pp. 1-6,

ending abruptly unfinished. (2) A very slight sketch map. Point Adams,

p. 7. (3) Fragment of a botanical description, not connected with the

rest of the text. (4) Label of the fragment in another hand, p. 8.

Lewis' going and coming is noted in Biddle, p. 87 and p. 90, Vol. ii. The
fragment should have extended to Dec. 5. Slight as it is, it is significant,

as this was the trip on which Lewis discovered and determined upon the

site for Fort Clatsop.
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Codex J. —One of the thirleen red morocco cover books. Biddle de-

posit, No. 10. la perfect order inside and out, only clasp gone. Folios

76, pages 153, besides marbled flyleaves. Lewis' Journal, complete,

Jan. 1, 1806, to March 20, 1806, thus covering the residence of the party in

Fort Clatsop. The manuscript is very close, clear and clean, and illus-

trated with numerous pen and ink sketches of Indian implements and

utensils, birds, fishes, etc. There is a well-drawn head of the California

condor, the while-fronted goose, and some full-length fishes, size of the

page. Wewill specify this as "The Clatsop Codex."

Contents.— A. Reading forward : (1) Sketches, p. 1. (2) Journal as

said, pp. 3-145. B. Reading backward : (3) Weather Diary, Jan. to

March, 1806, pp. 152-145, meeting ending of Journal in the midst of the

page. By dates the matter of this codex, as far as the Journal is con-

cerned, is comprised between Biddle's pp. 103-147 of Vol ii.

Codex K. —One of the thirteen red morocco books. Biddle deposit.

Biddle's No. 10. In perfect order inside and out, only brass clasp gone.

Folios 76, pages 152, and two marbled flyleaves. Lewis' Journal, com-

plete, March 21, 1806, to May 23, 1806, in direct continuation of Codex J,

covering voyage up the Columbia and journey over the Bitter-root

mountains.

ContenU. —A. Reading forward: (1) Journal, as just said, pp. 1-147,

includes a sketch map of the Multnomah river, p. 28. B. Reading back-

ward : (3) Weather diary, April and May, 1806, pp. 152-147, meeting the

Journal near bottom of the page.

Note. —The Journal of this codex, so far as it is utilized, makes Biddle's

pp. 205-299 of Vol. ii.

Codex L. —One of the thirteen red morocco cover books. Biddle

deposit. Biddle's No. 12. In good order inside and out, brass clasp

intact. Total folios 75, pages 150, inclusive of three folios I have fas

tened in where they belong, exclusive of the two marbled flyleaves, both

written on one side. Lewis' Journal, not complete. May 24, 1806, to

Aug. 8, 1806, excepting .July 5-14, which is Codex La, completing the

Journal between dates said. This Codex L, together with La, covers the

making of " Lewis and Clark's Pass," Lewis' exploration of Maria's

river, and his Indian fight. It is continued by Lb. which see.

Contents. —(1) Astrooomical memomndum, verso front fly. (2) Jour-

nal, May 24 to July 4. pp. 1-80. (3) Blank pp. 81-98, left so by Lewis

to copy h) hero the Journal of July 5-14, which is now Codex La.

(4) Journal, July 15 to Aug. 8, pp. 99-144, where text calls for a supple-

ment, wliicli Hupplement is niy Codex Lb, Lewis' Journal, Aug. 9-12,

1806, and end of all IiIh Journals. (5) Weather diary, Juno. July, Aug.,

1806. (6) A meinoraDdum of the traders Dickson and Hancock, on

back flyleaf.

yots. —ThiH co<]cx, with its iniportunl belongings La and Lb, is the sole

basil of Biddle's V«»l. ii, pp. 833-865, relating to Lewis' parly, at the dates

•aid icpttrated from Clurk'i.
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Codex La. —Fragment. Biddle deposit. No number. In poor order ;

one sheet in bad order. Sheets 4^, folios 9, pages 18, of a folded note-

paper, not matching paper from any of the bound books, and one sheet

not matching the rest. Lewis' Journal, July 3-15, 1806, the making of

"Lewis and Clark's Pass." Wewill call it "The Pass Codex."

Note. —This is by far tlie most important of all the fragments, and un-

happily in the worst order of all the manuscripts. Sheet 1, folios 2, pages

4, is larger than the rest, thin and now very brittle. Having been han-

dled and packed with smaller sheets, the edges are ragged, especially at

bottom. The last line on each of the four pages was probably going in

Biddle's time, for he has interlined some words that were then in danger

of becoming illegible. Others that were only made out with difficulty

when I got the manuscript I have interlined to like purpose ; and cer-

tainly every word is saved. The top was in the same state, but has no

lines so near the edge, and I have trimmed it smooth. This sheet is badly

stained, also, perhaps from getting wet when Lewis forded a river with it

in his pocket. The Pass is made July 7, at the bottom of p. 7 of this

fragment. The MS. ends illegibly near the bottom of p. 18. Two other

hands make a memorandum across the blank space, to the effect that this

fragment belongs to Biddle's No. 13, my Codex L, where 10 folios were

left blank by Lewis for its insertion, and where it should be carefully

copied into the clean book.

Codex Lb. —Fragment. Biddle deposit. No number. In good order.

Folios 4, pages 7 written -|- 1 blank, paper like that of the red books.

Lewis' Journal, Aug. 9-12, 1806, and last ; includes his being shot by

Cruzatte.

Not6.—^o\Q basis of Biddle's pp. 363-365, Vol. ii.

Codex M. —One of the thirteen red morocco cover books. Biddle de-

posit. Biddle's No. 13. In perfect order inside and out, brass clasp

intact. Folios 7(), but pages 154, including one side of each marbled fly-

leaf. Clark's Journal, complete, June 7, 1806, to Aug. 14, 1806. Par-

allel narrative with Lewis' to July 3, when the party separated, then

Clark's sole narrative of the journey from Traveler's Rest creek to the

Jefferson river, making "Clark's Pass." thence down the Jeff'erson, up
the Gallatin, over to the Yellowstone, and down this to its mouth, below

which the separated parties reunited; als > weather diary, June to Aug.,

1806. This may be known as " The Yellowstone Codex."

Contents. —(I) Chopunnish Indian sketch map of various rivers, pp 1, 2.

(2) Journal as said, pp. 3-145. (4) Weather diary, Aug., July and

June, pp. 140-152, properly reading b:ickwards. (5) Blank, p. 153.

(6) Certain memoranda, p. 154 (back flyleaf).

Note. —The sketch map is that mentioned in Biddle, as drawn by Cho-

punnish Indians and copied on paper by Clark. It was never engraved.

With Lewis' parallel narrative to July 3, this codex is the basis of Biddle,

Vol. ii, pp. 309-332 : then it is sole basis of pp. 366-404.
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Codex N". —Cue of the thiiteea red morocco cover books. Bidclle de-

posit. Biddle's No. 14, and last. In perfect order inside and out, only

brass clasp gone. Folios 76, but pages 154, one side of both flyleaves be-

ing written over. Clark's Journal, complete, Aug. 15 to Sept. 26, 1806,

and his last, bringing the reunited jxirty down the Missouri to St. Louis ;

also various other matter (see contents).

Contents. —A. Reading forward : (1) Memorandum of articles for-

warded from St. Louis to Louisville, Ky., pp. 1, 2 (one side of front fly

and next page). (2) Journal as above said, pp. 3-78. (3) Blank, pp. 79,

80. (4) Sketch of the "Ancient forlificalion on Bon Hommeisland,"

pp. 81, 83 ; te.xt to the same, pp. 83-85. (5) Blank, pp. 86-121. 7?. Read-

ing biickward : (6) Certain natural liistory notes, pp. 154, 153. (7) Wea-
ther diary, Sept., 1806, pp. 152, 151. (8) Important sketch map of the

"River of the Road to Buff"alo," locating "Lewis and Clark's Pass," etc.,

pp. 150, 149 ; never engraved. (9) Courses and distances from Traveler's

Rest creek to the Great Falls of the Missouri, pp. 148-144. (10) Sum-
mary Statement of the Rivers, etc., "by Capts. Lewis and Clark," pp.

142-133. (11) Summary Statement of the Yellowstone distances, etc.,

pp. 132, 131. (12) Portage from the Yellowstone to the Three Forks of

the Missouri, pp. 130, 129. (13) Various notes, pp. 128-122.

Note. —An important codex. As Lewis kept no Journal after Aug. 12,

1806, when he had been shot, the remainder of Middle's Vol. ii is based on

this codex, as far as p. 433, end of the History. "The Summary State-

ment," item (10) above, in Clark's hand, forms pp. 462-470 of Biddle's

appendix ; it is printed almost word for word. Items (11), (12) and (13),

however, were never printed.

Codex O.—One of the thirteen red morocco books. NoBiddle number.

Not deposited by Biddle ; perhaps by Jefferson ; by whom unknown
;

not one of the regular series of Journals. In perfect order inside and out

;

brass clasp intact. Folios 64 only, pages 128 only, exclusive of the two

flyleaves, probably up to the usual 72 folios, cut out of end. Te.vt as far

as it goes perfect and signed " Meriwether Lewis, " showing end there.

Whole MS. is in Lkwis' hand. The gone leaves were jirobahly taken to

b« used for other writing, and their al)sence in no way affects what is in

the book (see contents).

Cuntentt. —(I) Entry "Camp ten miles above the m<uitli of tlie river

Platte, July 22, 1804," p. 1, and following to p. 5 is description of the

astronomical instruments used on the Expedition. (2; Astronomical obser-

vations for latitude and longitude. May 18, 1804, to March 30, 1805. jip.

5-52. (8) Blank, pp. 53-58. (4) Torn out. 4 folios, pj). 59-66, but no

t«xt broken. (5) Blank. i)p. 67, 68. (6) Description of the Missouri and

other rivers, etc , from the mouth of tlie Missouri to the Mandans, accord-

ing to the observations of the K.V|)(>diti(»n, and beyond the Mandiins upon

Indian and other information. p|>. 69-128. Tiiis is a connected g(;neral

account, the original draft of which was doubtless written at Fort Man-
dfto, winter of 1804-6, m text to accompany the map which was sent
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thence to President Jefferson, April 7, 1805. Hence I infer tliat tlie sub

stance of tliis codex was among tbe papers dispalclied to tlie President at

tliat date ; but I have no record of liow or wlien it came into the posses-

sion of tlie Philosophical Society. It does not seem to have been known
to Biddle, or at any rate was not used by him in writing the history of the

Expedition. (7) Torn out, p. 129 to end.

Codex P. —One of the thirteen red morocco cover books. No Biddle

number. Not one of the regular Journals. Jeflerson deposit, Nov.,

1817. In perfect order inside and out ; only brass clasp gone. Folios

only 68, pages 136, exclusive of two flyleaves written on ; 4 folios = 8

pages gone, but no break in the manuscript. Clark's Natural History

Notes, etc., April 9, 1805, to Feb, 17, 1806 (see contents).

Contents. —A. Reading forward : (1) Memorandum of weather, Feb.

28 to March 28, 1804, on front flyleaf and p. 1. (2) Memorandum of

Jeff^erson's deposit of this Codex, in Biddle's hand, across p. 1. (3) Miss-

ing 4 leaves, pp. 3-10. (4) Blank, pp. 11, 12. (5) Numerous and vari-

ous zoological and botanical notes, at entries of dates above said, pp.

13-124 (missing pp. 80-81). B. Reading backward : (6) Some money
account?, canceled, on one side of back flyleaf. (7) Blank, pp. 136-134.

(8) Memorandum, p. 133. (9) Blank, p. 132. (10) Weather diary,

July, Aug., Sept., 1805, pp. 131-12.').

Note. —This codex is important in item (5), which is the main though

not the sole basis of Biddle's natural history (tliapler vii, in Vol. ii.

Some of this chapter is almost literally from this codex, but zoological

and botanical matter from various otiier codices is there compiled. I may
here give the simple explanation of the extreme meagreness and paucity

of the natural history notes in Lewis and Clark, with the sole exception

of what is in Chap, vii, Vol. li. It was intended that Dr. B. S. Barton

should work up the natural history in both branches, as slated by Biddle

in the Preface which he allowed Paul Allen to sign. The codices (Jour-

nals) are everywhere rich in such materials —often giving elaborate

descriptions of animals and plants which the printed text barely mentions.

These manuscripts will doubtless suftice for the scientific identification of

the objects described, in nearly all cases. But these passages are almost

always canceled in red ink by Biddle or by Clark, with the remark, " Dr.

Barton," "Copy for Dr. Barton," "Copied for Dr. Barton," etc., show-

ing that the editor designedly passed them by for the purpose thus indi-

cated. But Dr. Barton never did anything with this wealih of new
material; his death occurred soon after the volumes were published, and

nothing that I know of bearing on the zoology and botany of Lewis and

Clark was ever found among his papers. Thus the whole intention mis-

carried ; what little zoology was ever made out of the expedition was done

by Wilson, Ord and Rafinesque, mainly, and what little botany, I think,

by Pursh. In 1876 I worked out the mammalsand birds as well as I could

from the printed text of Chap, vii. Vol. ii.
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Codex Q—One of the four small marbled cover books. No Biddle

number. Jerterson deposit. In good order. Folios 92, pages 184.

Lewis and Clark's Miscellaneous Notes, chiefly on natural history,

1804-1806. A mate to Codex R (see contents).

Contents. —(1) Biddle's memorandum of Jefferson's deposit of this

codex, inside front cover. (2) Blank, pp. 1, 2. (3) Lewis' natural his-

tory notes, pp. 4-24. (4) Blank, pp. 25-30. (5) Lewis' natural history

notes, pp. 31-45. (6) Blank, pp. 46, 47. (7) Lewis' natural history

notes, pp. 48-56. Lewis' notes run consecutively by dates, entries being

from Aug. 2, 1804, to May 9, 1805. (8) Clark's natural history notes,

pp. 57-181. Clark's notes are by dated entries, but in no consecutive

order. (9) Blank, pp. 182-184.

Note. —This and R are the only codices of the whole series of which

Lewis and Clark are joint authors —though Lewis has a few entries in

Clark Codex C. 1 observe no marks by Biddle in the MS , and probably

he did not use this codex at all. It has some valuable descriptions, found

nowhere else, but on the whole is of much less importance to the natural-

ist than Codex P. It was long in Mr. Jetierson's hands, and deposited by

him in Nov., 1817.

Codex R. —One of the four small marbled cover books. No Biddle

number. Jefferson deposit. Cover most worn of any of the books, and

very shabby ; inside sound and clean, except a torn flyleaf. Folios 82,

pages 164. Lewis and Clark's Miscellaneous Notes, chiefly on botany

and zoology. May, 1804, to March, 1806. A mate to Codex Q (see con-

tents).

Contents. —(1) Biddle's memorandum of Jefferson's deposit of the book,

inside front cover. (2) Half of the same memorandum duplicated on

the torn p. 2. (3) Blank, p. 3. (4) Lewis' Botanical Register ; List of

specimens of plants, Nos. 1-108, entered May 10, 1804, to Nov. 17, 1804,

pp. 4-49. (5) Lewis' Zoological Notes, Fort Clatsop, Dec. 18, 1805,

pp. 50-53. (6) Blank, pp. 54-58. (7) Clark's Botanical and Zoological

Notes, Fort Clatsop. Feb. 18 to March 11, 1806, pp. 59-162. (8) A mem-
orandum of "lava" by Lewis, p. 163. (9) Blank, p. 164. (10) Word
"mineralogy," and memorandum of a bird, inside back cover.

Note. —The same remarks apply to this as to Codex Q.

CoDBX 8. —Fragment. Biddle deposit. Loose sheets 4 = folios 8 =
pages 10, of notcpnper, unlike tlie paper of any of the bound codices. In

good order. Lewis. Two letters of.

Contents.— {\) Letter to I'resident JefTerson. dated St. Louis, Sept. 23,

1800, announcing the return of the Expedition. Tliis is the rough origi-

nn], full of InlcrlineationH and erasures, from which a fair copy was

doubtleM mudi! and mailed to the President, f^iowis retaining the present

M8. It is of great hlHloric interest as a curiosily, but of no special value

otbcrwiM!. It is complete, willi ofUcial signature and address ; it makes

5| folio*, or 11 pages, tbo second loiter being on the same «/(eef» as the
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first one, occupying the remaining 2j folios, or 5 pages. (2) A letter,

fragmentary, without signature or address, presumably intended for the

President, in Lewis' hand, misdated St. Louis, Sept, 21 (prol)ably meant

for 24), 1806, and proceeding to give a general account of the Expedition,

till it breaks off in the middle of a sentence at bottom of p. 16. It an-

nounces the discovery of the Yellow Rock or "Roghejone " river —that is,

of the Yellowstone or Roche jaune.

Codex T. —Fragment. No record or identification. One folio, 2 pages,

apparently Clark's hand, but " Capt. Clark" spoken of in the third per-

son. It is a half sheet of notepaper, not from any one ot the bound

books, and a mere excerpt, without proper beginning or end, speaking of

some geographical and other matters of no special consequence.

Ifote to Codices A-T. —The four small marble cover codices, and the

brown codex, were actually penned in the field, day by day, as the Expe-

dition proceeded. So were some of the fragmentary codices, notably the

"Pass Codex." But this cannot have been the case with the red books,

nor with those of the fragmentary codices which are on paper of the same

size, shape and quality as that of the red books. The covers are too fresh

and bright, the paper too clean and sound, for these books to have ever

been through the wear and tear of such a journey. The handwritings

are too good, and too uniform, for either of the explorers to have executed

them in the vicissitudes of the camp. The red books were certainly writ-

ten after the return of the Expedition, and before Lewis' death in October,

1809 —that is, in 1806-9. They were certainly put in Mr. Biddle's hands

very early in 1810, and were probably written at St. Louis. I suppose the

explorers bought a stock of these blank books, and proceeded to copy into

them their Journals and Notes, from rough field-books like the marble ones

and the brown one. They appear to have agreed upon a fair division of the

work of authorship— each to write certain portions of the narrative, each

in the first person singular speaking of the other in the third person, and

each drawing what he wished from the rough field-books of both. They
evidently intended to become the joint authors of their own Travels,

though each should write certain portions himself. This design was frus-

trated by Lewis' untimely and tragic death ; upon which Clark at once

secured Mr. Biddle's invaluable services as editor and virtual author.

But in making this explanation concerning the red books, I must not be

misread as saying that they are not "original " manuscripts of Lewis and

of Clark ; simply that they are not books which were written in the field.

Every word of them all is in the handwriting of one or the other of the

explorers ; they are original, they are genuine, and they are authentic.

With the foregoing codices, all "Lewis and Clark," are certain papers

•which need not be codified therewith, but which may be mentioned here.

These are

:

Paper 1. —Letter of Nicholas Biddle, in his handwriting, dated Phila-

delphia, April 6, 1818, addressed to Hon. William Tilghman, Chairman of
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the Historical Committee of the Philosophical Societj', making the deposit

of fourteen of the volumes which form part of the above codices, etc.;

1 sheet letter paper, 2 folios, 4 pages, the last ^ blank, endorsed in another

hand "received and read to the Historical Comme., April, 1818, see

Minutes." It is an important record. I have also in hand (from Judge

Craig Biddle) the rough draft whence this clean copy was made.

Paper 2. —A memorandum in Mr. Biddle's hand of Mr. Jefferson's de-

posit (Nov., 1817) of tliree bound volumes of the Lewis and Clark Jour-

nals and Notes. A mere slip of paper. I have added in my hand a

memorandum of these volumes, which are above Codices P, Q, R, making

with the fourteen bound volumes of the Biddle deposit, and one of the

red books of unascertained deposit, the eighteen books—thirteen red, four

marbled, one brown —which I received from the Philosophical Society,

December 16, 1892.

Paper S. —Another memorandum of these codices ; a mere slip of paper

serving as a label to the books when shelved.

Paper 4. —A memorandum of intended illustrations of the published

volumes —four for Vol. i, three for Vol ii. But the engravings actually

made do not agree with this memorandum. The paper is a mere slip,

written one side, and was fimnd pasted inside the cover of one ot the red

books.

Paper 5.—A blind memorandum, five Items, headed "Papers, &c., of

Capt. Levvis, &c." The items speak of "ten or twelve pocket vols.,

morocco bound;" of some natural history matter, "probably with Dr.

Barton's books ;" of certain vocabularies, ditto ; of certain "observations

of Lat. and Long. —of tliese probably Mr. Patterson knows something ;"

and of some maps "probably in the hands of the Publishers." "It is a

small square of letter paper, written one side, and rather a groping after

something than any intelligible statement.

Papers. —Engraved copperplate of "The Fisher" or pekan, Mustela

pennanti. perliaps having no connection with Lewis and Clark mutters.

Note.— yir. Biddle speaks in some of his letters of having had the orig-

inal manuscript Journals of Sergeants Ordway and Qass. I find neither

of these. His letter above cited, of Ajiril 0, 1818, speaks of tlie Ordway

Journal as having been purchased from that person, and of Governor

Clark's desiring, in letter of January 24, 1818, thai it should be relumed

to him (Clark). I have no clue whatever to the Qass manuscript. The

printed volume of Oass i» of course well-known.

From the manuscripts above described it will be seen at once that the

whole liiHtory «if the Kx|)edllion minhi easily he reconstructed, if llii.s were

dcBlrul>le. Mr. Biddle made a noble narralivo, which has bt-conic u classic.

The quehtiiin, Imw closely he followid the original Journals luid Noto-

buoka, hHioftuu been raised but never sullied. It is now ea»y to see that
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he wrote the whole work himself, nowhere following the actual words of

the explorers themselves in his main text, though using tabular statistical

matter literally in his Appendix. Had he done otherwise the world

would have been treated to an unexampled curiosity in literature. Bid-

die's narrative should stand forever as the authentic History of the Expe-

dition ; but if the actual texts of Lewis and of Clark are ever published,

tliey should be printed word for word, letter for letter, and point for point.

This would make a wonderful book, and I am inclined to think it should

be done ; but no new editorial narrative need or should ever be made, nor

should the Biddle text ever be tampered with. It may be annolaled to

any extent in the light of contemporaneous criticism, but should itself be

left to stand, as a model of melliodical, painstaking, precise and judicious

editorship.

Judging from the Clark-Biddle correspondence, Mr. Biddle spent two

or three years (1810-12) in writing the book, and about as much more
time in superintending its publication, which was not finished till Febru-

ary, 1814. Sometimes he worked upon Lewis' manuscript, sometimes upon

Clark's ; oflener upon both, wjiich he welded together into a third ; the

resulting text is altogether his, excepting in so far as it was mangled in

the press. I presume Mr. Paul Allen is mainly responsible for the shock-

ing punctuation and other errors of the published pages. He had abso-

lutely no joint authorship with Mr. Biddle ; he had not the shadow of a

claim, that I can discover, to be even mentioned in connection with the

work, much less to have his name put on tlie title-page ; he was a mere
hack, who received $500 for some alleged or perhaps imaginary services,

not discernible in the light of history ; even the Preface, signed "Paul
Allen," is Mr. Biddle's ; and the memoir of Lewis, ostensibly addressed

to Mr. Allen, was secured by Mr. Biddle from Mr. JefTerson. I am utterly

at a loss to imagine from what motive Mr. Biddle voluntarily relinquished

to another the credit justly due to himself as the actual writer of an im-

mortal book.

Tlie only serious criticism of Mr. Biddle's most admirable performance,

which examination of the original manuscripts induces me to venture,

concerns the exclusion of all tabular matter from the body of his text.

The manuscripts of both the explorers, and of Clark especially, are replete

with astronomical observations for latitude and longitude, tabulated courses

V)y points of the compass, bearings of prominent landmarks by the same,

formally estimated distances, etc. These are of great intrinsic interest in

meandering the Missouri and other rivers, and invaluable in tracking the

routes of the explorers across the mountains. It is true that such things

do not make easy reading, and perhaps the publisher objected ; but the

benefit to the student of Lewis and Clark that would have resulted from

the publication of these data is simply incalculable.
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